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Gabriola’s glacial drift—what is it and where’s it from? 
Nick Doe 

 

Given that Gabriola is made up entirely of 
sedimentary rock, it is astounding that you 
can find almost every kind of igneous and 
metamorphic rock in the book on its beaches 
and in its glacial tills.  True, we may be 
missing a few deep-mantle-derived 
ultramafic and undersaturated rocks; and we 
may be low on rocks rich in potassic 
feldspars; and we’re not going to get rich on 
metallic sulphides, but on the whole, if it’s 
well-weathered volcanic, intrusive, or 
metamorphic, it’s usually here. 

What we have to thanks for this, apart from 
the ice that brought it all here, is Wrangellia.  

Wrangellia is the terrane that 
brought Vancouver Island 
along with Haida Gwaii across 
the Pacific, pushed it up against 
the North American continent 
creating the intrusive “glue” we 
call the Coast Mountains. 

On Bowen Island, Gambier 
Island, and along the east coast 
of Howe Sound are volcanic 
rocks much older than the 
mainland mountains; they too 
are part of Wrangellia. 

The diversity of the rocks here 
is not due to the diversity of the 
geographic locations of the 
sources of the ice of the ice age, 
it is rather due to the diversity 
of the types of rock that exist at 
those locations, which, in turn, 
is due to the fact that 
Wrangellia came to us as a 
mini-continent composed of 
rocks of different types and 
ages “glued” together by 
intrusive rocks not much 
different from those of the 

Coast Mountains. 

If it weren’t for the complexity of the 
geology of Wrangellia, we likely would be 
using the formula, basalt = Vancouver 
Island, and granite (or more correctly 
granodiorite) = Coast Mountains.  But as it 
is, the formula is wrong; Golden Hinde, for 
example, the highest mountain on 
Vancouver Island, is made of granodiorite, 
which is Vancouver Island’s internal “glue”. 

To gain some idea of where to look for the 
source of some of the igneous rocks on 
Gabriola, I took the best geological maps I 

Glacial drift is full of surprises.  This volcanic breccia found 
on False Narrows beach when opened up showed what I 
suspect might be a coating of celadonite which is not a 
mineral you see every day.  If true, at a guess, it’s from Howe 
Sound where hydrothermally altered (metasomatic) rocks are 
common near Lions Bay.  Celadonite is rarely reported in BC.  
It lost its blueness and became darker after a few weeks of 
exposure to the atmosphere. 
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could find, and projected from Gabriola the 
two directions that we know from the striae 
that ice must have travelled from to the 
island, namely N47°E and N55°W. 

The former, N47°E, sends us up Howe 
Sound and into the Mount Garibaldi area of 
the mainland. 

This is arguably the most interesting area of 
the Coast Plutonic Complex as it 
incorporates the contact zone between the 
old volcanic rocks of Wrangellia, some 
dating back to the Devonian period (360–
408 My), and the more recent Cretaceous 

GSC Victoria-Vancouver Sheet 92SE 1069A 

pink—Coast Intrusions 
granodiorite, quartz-diorite, diorite, granite, gabbro, gneiss equivalents 

magenta—Otter & Lightning Creek Intrusions 
granodiorite, quartz-diorite, granite     

olive green—Bowen Island Gp. & Britannia Gp. 
andesite, volcanic breccia, agglomerate, tuff 
minor chlorite schist, greenstone, quartzite, basalt, rhyollite, sedimentary & meta-
sedimentary incl. argillite, gneiss equivalents  

lime green—Gambier Gp. 
andesite, breccia, quartzite, agglomerate, tuff, sedimentary & meta-sedimentary incl. 
argillite 
minor basalt, dacite, trachyte  

yellow—Garibaldi Gp. 
 andesite, rhyodacite lavas, dacite, basalt, minor pyroclastics 
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(65–144 My) intrusive rocks of the Coast 
Mountains.1 

                                                           
1 John E. Armstrong, Vancouver Geology, Geological 
Association of Canada, 1990. 
Bill Mathews & Jim Monger, Roadside Geology of 
Southern British Columbia, Mountain Press, 2005. 

The latter, N55°W, sends us up the eastern 
coast of Vancouver Island, north of 
Nanaimo.  For the most part, the bedrock in 
this area is Nanaimo Gp. sedimentary rock, 
the same as makes up the Gulf Islands, but 

                                                                                       
Jim Monger & Bert Struik, Science Teacher’s 
Geological Field Trip: Britannia Mining Museum to 
Vancouver, GSA Open File 5475, 2007. 

BCGS Vancouver Island Bedrock Geology, Massey et al. 2003 

yellow—Nanaimo Gp. 
sedimentary 

pink—Vancouver Gp.– Karmutsen Fm. 
basalt 

light green—Sicker Group – Buttle Lake Fm. 
chert, siliceous argillite, limestone     

dark green—Mt. Washington Plutonic Suite 
quartz-diorite     

brown—Island Plutonic Suite. 
granodiorite, quartz-feldspar porphyry  

orange—Sicker Gp. 
basalt, volcanics, trachyte, shonkinite   
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its basement rock is the basaltic rock of the 
Karmutsen Fm.  One, as it turns out, very 
significant area on this route is the Nanoose 
Peninsula.  The rocks there pre-date the 
joining of Vancouver Island with the 
mainland, and are as interesting in their 
diversity as their likely close-relatives in 
Howe Sound.2 

The remainder of this article I’ll leave to the 
photographs and captions.3  Because I’m not 
a professional geologist or even a well-
qualified amateur, don’t expect a whole lot 
of accurate technical detail, and my surveys 
have been fairly limited in scope.  I hope, 
nevertheless, I haven’t made too many 
mistakes.  ◊ 

 

                                                           
2 Chris Yorath, The Geology of Southern Vancouver 
Island, Harbour Publishing, Revised 2005 edition. 
3 The only non-photographable evidence of glacial 
drift from further afield was found in marine till.  As 
reported in GD-526, an X-ray analysis found what 
possibly might be melanovanadite.  As far as I know, 
there are no vanadium-rich deposits in Howe Sound 
or at Nanoose, but there are some vanadium-rich 
sediments around Campbell River and Quadra Island.  
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Left:  when I split open a rounded beach pebble from False Narrows to see if it was basalt,  I was 
surprised to see a soft, dull greenish clay-like interior (Moh 4.5).  It was argillite, a metamorphic 
mineral that grades from mudrock (shale) to slate.  The larger slab I’m holding is from Nanoose on 
Vancouver Island.  Its colour and hardness are identical to that of the pebble. 

Right:  Normally argillite is dark grey or black, but this outcrop has distinctly greenish bands on its 
fringes as shown on the sample on the left.  I’ve never seen argillite this colour anywhere but here.  
It’s part of the Paleozoic Sicker Gp. at the Beachcomber Provincial Park, Nanoose.     

When granodiorite/tonalite magma (light 
rock) intrudes into an older rock, fragments 
of the older rock are stripped from the walls 
and melted.  These fragments re-crystallize 
as xenoliths (dark rock) that are rich in 
hornblende.  This process is common.  
Rock above is from Porteau Cove, Howe 
Sound, and right, False Narrows beach, 
Gabriola.  The same type of rock with 
xenoliths is also found on Vancouver Island 
(see photograph Chris Yorath, ibid, p.104.) 
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Volcanic bombs or blobs?  They appear on Whalebone Beach, but are rare elsewhere on 
Gabriola.  Volcanic bombs are lava ejected from terrestrial volcanoes.  Their fractured surfaces 
are due to internal expansion as the rock inside de-gassifies.  I doubt these got here without the 
help of ice, which would make Mount Garibaldi, which erupted in a major way ca. 13000 years ago 
close to the end of the last ice age a potential parent.  However, Mount Garibaldi is a dacite 
volcano, and without lab. tests I can’t say what rock these two are made of, but they look too 
basaltic to be dacite to me. 

Photo right is from www.explorevolcanoes.com 

Argillite boulders that have been contact-metamorphosed from mudrock ((Moh 5).  The thin white 
streaks appear to be aplite.  The one on the left is at the foot of the Stawamus Chief, a large mass 
of granodiorite near Squamish; the one on the right is from the beach at False Narrows, Gabriola.  
I think the chances are pretty high that the two are related. 
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The fragment of conglomerate I am holding contains at least three types of rock that closely match 
those in the erratic below it.  The fragment is from a small outcrop of the Comox Fm. (Nanaimo 
Gp.) at Cottam Point on the Nanoose Peninsula.  I’m pretty sure that is where this large boulder, 
which is on the beach at False Narrows, must have come from.    

Intrusive rocks like granite containing potassium feldspar (orange crystals) as well as 
sodium/calcium feldspar (white crystals) are common worldwide but rare on the southwest coast.  
Despite this, you can find granite on some Gabriola beaches especially between east of the 
Maples and Evans Road Beach where the sample (left) was found.  I personally have never seen 
granite on Vancouver Island in places where rocks on Gabriola might have come from, and it is 
rare on the mainland coast except in Howe Sound in the Montizambert Creek area, just north of 
Horseshoe Bay.  Fragments (right) were picked up there and were abundant (see Randolph Lee, 
Geology of the Strachan Creek area, UBC M.Sc. thesis, pp.43–46, 1958.    
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This rather incredibly intruded and metamorphosed sedimentary rock (silicified argillite?) might be 
from the basement of Wrangellia and, if so, is over 360-million years old.  I found it on Whalebone 
Beach.  Possibly from the Sicker Gp. mélange at Dolphin Beach, Nanoose.  If we reduced the 
stone’s age to the lifetime of a human (say, 80 years), the time it has been on Gabriola (say, 
15,000 years) would be about a day.    

The three smaller stones are from 
Nanoose.  The large one (left) is 
from the beach at False Narrows, 
and the clay-stained one (right) is 
from the MOTI pit on South Road. 

Except for the middle small one, 
which is similar to the rock in the 
photo above, they are silicon 
cemented breccias.  I don’t know 
of a local source of these types of 
rock other than Nanoose.    
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Above left: Granodiorite bedrock at Little Qualicum 
Falls, Vancouver Island.  Compared to the Cretaceous 
Coast Mountains granodioritics, these older Jurassic 
rocks look weathered and less bright. 
Top right: The bedrock here contains very little biotite, 
and hornblende appears as both stubby crystals and 
needles (acicular crystals). 
2nd right:  Chips from a boulder near the 707CP.  They 
bear a strong resemblance to the Little Qualicum rocks, 
which is unusual on Gabriola, but it’s impossible to be 
absolutely sure that’s where the boulder came from. 
3rd right:  Granodiorite/tonalite/quartz-diorite commonly 
has black crystals of hornblende and some biotite.  
Sample is from central Gabriola.  
Bottom right:  Typical sample with similar composition 
collected on the mainland north of Squamish. 
In general, the mineral composition of intrusive 
granodioritic pebbles and boulders in southwest BC 
does not vary systematically with age or geographic 
location.  I’ve found samples of tonalite/quartz-diorite in 
the Fraser Valley near Hope that are, to me, 
indistinguishable from samples found at the 2nd 
Nanaimo Lake on Vancouver Island (shown below).  
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Right:  on the left, a recently collected chert 
pebble from False Narrows beach; 
on the right, a fragment of chert collected on a VIU 
Earth Science field trip for an entirely different 
reason in 2000 near Dolphin Beach at Nanoose.     

Upper left:  Erratic in the Gabriola 
highlands along Coats Drive.  Its 
covering of lichen conceals the 
common-or-garden granodiorite or 
quartz-diorite beneath, almost 
certainly from the mainland. 
Lower left: Another granodioritic 
erratic with less lichen near Fawn 
Place, also almost certainly from 
the mainland.   
Below: Boulders on the east coast 
of Howe Sound just south of 
Squamish.  You’d be hard pressed 
to distinguish these from some of 
the erratics on Gabriola.     
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Above:  Red rocks catch the eye so are probably less common than one might think.  These 
are all from Gabriola beaches, probably originally from the mainland.  Red cinder (lava rock) 
is around on Gabriola; however, you don’t find pieces often except down at the brickyard.   
The red is hematite, an oxide of iron (Fe2O3) that contains no water compared to the more 
common goethite (FeO.OH) and is produced when iron-containing minerals break down.  It is 
generated by heat—volcanoes and fires—and weathering in warm dry conditions. 
Above right:  The same dark red rock, often weathered basalt, you often find on Gabriola but 
with a hydrothermal metamorphosed coating, which is usually whitish when present (albite), 
but here is tinged green (chlorite).  This stone is from Bowen Island (Gambier Gp.). 
Below:  Curiously banded and internally fractured, white-coated and a bit rusty, rocks found 
near the Community Cemetery Beach.  So metamorphosed, it’s hard to tell whether they 
were originally sedimentary (mud→argillite and ash→tuff?) or not.  They may be meta-
sediments of the Gambier or Bowen Gp. in Howe Sound, or, just possibly, from the Sicker 
Gp. outcrop at Nanoose.      
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Top left:  andesite breccia erratic at Fawn Place, Gabriola 
Lower left:  plagioclase phenocrysts in the Gabriola erratic 

Top right:  andesite breccia boulders at an outcrop just north of Britannia in Howe Sound 
(Gambier Gp.) 
Lower right:  plagioclase phenocrysts in the Howe Sound boulders 

The similarities don’t prove the rocks are from the same source, but it is certainly possible that 
they are.    
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Top:  finely-crystalline andesite erratic at 
Cemetery beach, Gabriola 
Left:  calcite-rich knot in the erratic 

Below right: outcrop of finely-crystalline 
andesite just north of Britannia in Howe Sound 
(Gambier Gp.) 
Below left: calcite-rich knot in the outcrop 
[…from GSC 5475 (Monger & Struik), ibid.] 

Again, the similarities don’t prove the rocks are 
from the same source, but it is possible. 
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Above:  Basalt—a metamorphosed pillow lava in Drumbeg Park.  It has a polished rind showing its 
crystals are very fine, a characteristic of submarine volcanic eruptions where the magma has been 
rapidly cooled; there are green streaks of what is likely epidote or actinolite; and the overall green 
colouration indicates chlorite.   
One local pointed it out to me as copper ore, and another as a meteorite, but the chances are 
much higher that it’s from Vancouver Island.  Green pillow lavas exactly like this are common at 
Neck Point (Karmutsen Fm.) on the north side of Nanaimo Harbour (above right).  
Below left:  An interesting erratic in Drumbeg Park.  It’s an ultramafic hornblendite.  Possibly the 
end of a basalt>greenstone>amphibolite metamorphic series.  It contains flecks of pyrrhotite and 
chalcopyrite.  It’s from Vancouver Island where it was once a dike in Karmutsen Fm. pillow basalt. 
Below right: an unusually hornblende knot (autolith?) in a quartz diorite/diorite erratic near the 
Community Cemetery.  The rock contains some calcite, which is odd—also from the Gambier Gp. 
perhaps.  It is certainly from the Coast Mountains somewhere.  Keys right for scale.  
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People asking geologists what a “green 
stone” is are sometimes disappointed with 
the answer, “it’s greenstone”.  Many pale 
greenish rocks have acquired their colour 
from chlorite or a chlorite-epidote-actinolite-
albite mix that is a common result of low-
grade metamorphism.  The unaltered rock 
can be of any type containing mafic minerals. 
Top left & right: Greenstone mother lode?  
Road cut north of Squamish near the south 
end of the Cheakamus Valley, a route for a 
major glacier moving down Howe Sound.  
Green Jurassic dikes are plentiful there. 
Left 2nd down: Bowen Island where 
greenschist bedrock is common. 
Middle right: Boulder in Drumbeg Park. 
Bottom right:  Not all green stones are 
greenstones, metamorphic, or metasomatic.  
Many of the smaller pebbles on Gabriola 
beaches are basalt, contain olivine, and are 
probably from Vancouver Island.  
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Volcanic breccias that have been immersed in very hot mineral-rich water.  The surface of the 
andesitic rock left from False Narrows has been altered to chlorite* (green) and albite (white).  The 
surface of the breccia right from Drumbeg Park has been altered in the same way but with a twist.  
Maybe it has subsequently been weathered to release iron oxides—the “chlorite“ is not Mg-rich 
clinochlore, but another “chlorite“, Fe-rich chamosite—or perhaps it contains some of an orange-
brown variety (pennantite) which contains manganese**.  Whatever the difference, both are likely 
from the east coast of Howe Sound where hydrothermally-altered volcanic rocks are common. 
* chlorite is a name for a group of minerals of varying composition that resemble micas. 
** manganese is often found in weathered shale and sandstone on Gabriola and is a relic of the ice age.  

What are they?  Green stones.  Where are they from?  Top left:  Whalebone beach; Bottom left: 
Nanoose; Top right: False Narrows; Bottom right: Bowen Island–Deep Bay, formerly Lodge Cove; 
Middle: Just north of the Cheekye River on Hwy.99.  Unfortunately, green rocks are common at 
the Wrangellia/Coast Mountain interface and similarity doesn’t guarantee common parenthood, 
though the Bowen and False Narrows rocks on the far right seem to have something in common.  
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Some stones on Gabriola’s beaches are 
easy to identify in a general way, but who 
knows where they are from?  Most are 
common everywhere in mountains.  It’s 
thanks to the ice that they are here. 
These are porphyry rocks with large 
crystals (phenocrysts), usually feldspar, in 
a fine-grained matrix, commonly andesite 
or basalt.  Beachcombers call them 
“flowerstones”. 
They are the result of two-stage cooling of 
a magma, first slowly, allowing crystals to 
form in the liquid, and then rapidly as the 
resulting mush approaches the surface. 
Weathering of beach stones sometimes 
enhances the visibility of the 
phenocrysts—cracking the stone open can 
be disappointing (below right).        
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Above and right:  Polished fragments of 
chloritized flood basalt from the Karmutsen 
Fm.  The one above is from the beach at 
Drumbeg on Gabriola, but they can also be 
found on Whalebone Beach.  Those on the 
right are part of the bedrock at Finn Beach in 
Neck Point Park; that’s my green boot for 
scale upper lefthand side. 

Finn Beach is opposite Shack Island on the 
north side of Nanaimo.  Flood basalts and 
pillow lavas are abundant at Neck Point, and 
there’s little doubt in my mind that that the 
Gabriola samples came from there.  

Left:  Chloritized basalt boulder with quartz stringers at False Narrows. 
Right:  Chloritized basalt bedrock with quartz stringers on Vancouver Island just north of Nanaimo. 
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